Intellution FIX32 Programming
While all poll table, database and picture programming has already been completed, the following information is provided in the event it must be reconstructed due to a system failure.
Device Programming
The poll table should be programmed with 13 devices using the naming convention HP-* where "*,, is replaced by the node number. All subnet addresses are I, and the node address matches the programmed node address. Note that prior to installation and arrival of all 13 heat pumps, the device drivers for heat pumps 2-10, and 13 have been programmed to look at node address 12. Change the node addresses when the units are installed, then save and reload the table.
Poll Table Records
Each device should contain the poll records found on Table 3. Use this table to reprogram the poll records for each device. The NV (Network Variable) function, direction, address location, and length can all be found using NodeUtility. The function corresponding to the NV number can be found using the "List Network Variables" command. The direction and addresses are found in the "Network Variable Configuration Table," which should have been printed out. Note the direction used in the poll records is opposite those in the "Network Variable Configuration Table. " The reasoning is an output from the controller is received as an input to the network card. Likewise an input to the controller would be an output from the network card. The directions used in the poll records are from the network card's point of view, not the controller's. The memory address or NV Selector is listed in hexadecimal form. This must be converted to decimal form to be used in the poll record. Make sure each of the heat pump units for the NV's listed in Table 3 use the same memory addresses. If not make the necessary corrections in the poll records for that heat pump. This is why the "Network Variable Configuration Table" is printed for each heat pump unit. Finally the length can be found from using the "Poll Network Variable" command.
Database Blocks
Analog Input Blocks Table 4 contains the programming specifications for the analog input blocks in the database. Duplicate these blocks for each heat pump controller replacing "*,, with the node number for that unit. Table 5 contains the programming specifications for the analog register blocks in the database. Duplicate these blocks for each heat pump controller replacing "*,, with the node number for that unit.
Analog Register Blocks
Digital Input Blocks Table 6 contains the programming specifications for the digital input blocks in the database. Duplicate these blocks for each heat pump controller replacing "*,, with the node number for that unit.
Digital Register Blocks Table 7 contains the programming specifications for the digital register blocks in the database. Duplicate these blocks for each heat pump controller replacing "*,, with the node number for that uni t.
Multiple Digital Input Blocks
In some situations a setpoint is still digital, however, it has more than just an "OFF" and "ON' state. The Multiple Digital Input blocks allow up to eight different states by using three different bits to form a number indicating the current state of a setpoint. These blocks only allow the input of data. Sending data of this format is explained in "Picture Programming." These blocks are used for readouts of the current "Application", "Occupancy", and "Emergency" modes of the controller. The block uses three devices, which each look at a specific bit. Device 0 looks at the least significant bit and Device 2 looks at the most significant bit. The "Options" box sets the starting reference bit. After the colon in the address the bit offset is programmed. In each case the starting bit is 0 or the first bit. Device 0 has a 0 bit offset so bit 0 is used. Device 1 has a 1 bit offset so bit 1 is used. Device 2 has a 2 bit offset so bit 2 is used. The device states are entered in accordance to the decimal equivalent of the binary number read. More information about the modes and their associated decimal numbers can be found in the heat pump controller manual. Table 8 contains the programming specifications for these blocks. Duplicate these blocks for each heat pump controller replacing "*,, with the node number for that unit.
Picture Programming
When a function has more than two states, or involves more than one byte, programming scripts must be used to correctly activate or deactivate a function. Table 9 lists the __ lines of script necessary to activate each of the functions listed. The ".F _0" extension indicates a real number value being sent to bit °of that memory address. The "Application" and "Occupancy" commands have more than two states, therefore the script files write the numbers 0-7 in binary for the "Application Mode", and 0-2 in binary for the "Occupancy Mode". The "Local Emergency" commands use two bits to activate the command. Through experimentation the proper bits necessary to change the state were found. Only the items marked with an "1\" are used on the graphical interface. The others are listed in the event they wish to be added at a later time (see "Additional Programming Suggestions"). 
Heat Pump Operation Notes
Upon power-up the heat pump controller will start in "Automatic" and "Occupied" modes. The "Application Mode" controls how the controller operates. The "Occupancy Mode" is used to determine heating and cooling setpoints. These are the desired default states for the heat pump. This will allow normal heating and cooling by the controller and use the "Occupied
Mode" heating and cooling setpoints. These setpoints are based off of the programmed setpoints found on Table 2 . However, the actual cooling setpoint will match the "User Setpoint", and the heating setpoint will be a two-degree offset from this. The offset is formed from the difference in the cooling and heating setpoints programmed for the "Occupied Mode". The programmed values are to determine the heating offset not the actual heating and cooling setpoints. The same is true for the "Economy Mode." In this case the offset is larger with a ten-degree deadband.
The "Unoccupied Mode" setpoints are the actual heating and cooling setpoints used in this mode regardless of the "User Setpoint".
Overriding normal operation in one of these modes would be a "Local" or "LON" emergency command. The "Local Emergency" is directly wired to the controller such as a fire alarm and will cause a shutdown of the controller. The "LON Emergency" is a network -command sent to send the controller into a 100% cooling mode. Overriding the emergency states is the "Override" command. This command makes the heat pump controller perform like it does in the "Occupied Mode". The "Override" command will remain active for sixty minutes from activation unless deactivated before then.
The "Thermal Load" is an indicator of the amount of heating or cooling being performed by the heat pump. The "Thermal Load" is -100 to 0% when heating is required. In this situation the room temperature has fallen below the heating setpoint. When the "Thermal Load" is from 0% -100% cooling occurs. Now the room temperature is above the cooling setpoint. If the "Thermal Load" is 0% neither heating nor cooling is done. The room temperature lies between the heating and cooling setpoints.
The "Active Setpoint" is another indicator of the heat pump operation. When heating is being performed the "Active Setpoint" will read the heating setpoint. When cooling it will read the cooling setpoint. When the "Thermal Load" is 0% the "Active Setpoint" will match the current room temperature. This is the setpoint that the controller is using to determine the "Thermal Load".
Graphical Interface Instructions
The current user interface for each heat pump has the following features (Figure 1 ). The "User Setpoint" for each heat pump unit can be entered through the interface. Valid numbers are from 65 to 83 degrees Fahrenheit. The unit can be placed into "Occupied Mode" (default state).
The "Application Mode" can also be changed from "Automat,ic" to "Off." "Automatic" mode provides normal operation. "Off' mode sets the thermal load to 0% so the compressor turns off.
The fan will continue to operate since it is continuous and the reversing valve will remain in its current state. Readouts from the controller include fan, reversing valve, compressor, and heating and cooling statuses. The ''Thermal Load" and "Active Setpoint" are displayed. Also "Occupancy", "Application", and "Emergency" mode states are shown. Each interface will only operate the individual heat pump. Upon start up some of the mode readouts may appear anomalous since the memory address upon start up will read "FF' in hexadecimal, Fix32 does not always display this value correctly. Use the "Occupied", and "Automatic" buttons to send "00" to the address locations and correct the display. Note that the controller will still be in "Automatic" and "Occupied" modes upon start up with "FF" in the memory address, since that is how the controller interprets the data. 
Additional Programming Suggestions
At some point in the future additional control over certain heat pump controller operations may be desired. Tables 10-11 contain information for additional poll records, database blocks, and script programming for other functions, which might be used within our system. Note that the address locations for some of these variables will be different for each heat pump. Also not everything presented will function with a 100% guarantee. Functions, which still require more work, are the "Override" command, and "Economy Mode." The proper signal conditioning for the "Override" command has not been found yet. The only information to date is that for variables with 2 bytes of memory, such as the "Override" command, a "C8 0 1" in hexadecimal must be written to the memory address to activate the function and "00 00" in hexadecimal to deactivate the function. The "Poll Network Variable" and "Update Input
Network Variable" commands in NodeUtility can be used to see the current contents of the NV memory addresses as well as write to them. The results can be viewed using the Intelligent Stat.
This can be used to find the proper signaling. Then Fix32 must be setup to produce the same effect, most likely using a script program. The script file for Economy Mode in Table 9 changes the "Occupancy Mode" on the Intelligent Stat to "2", which according to the manual, is -"Economy Mode". However, the display will read "Override", but the "Override" state in the setpoints will still be off. It still must be determined if the controller is in an override state or economy state when using this command. Also note that the "Local Emergency" command can be sent via the network however without a direct wired connection commanding a "Local Emergency" the controller will override the network signal after approximately ten seconds restoring normal operation.
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